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This version of 'The Skillful Huntsman' is a documentation of the creative thought process in
designing for entertainment through the work of three talented artists. Guided by their instructor,
the artists create original design solutions for the environment, characters, props and much
more.

"Kazuo Ohno is every bit as important as Martha Graham and Merce Cunningham in his dance
and his progeny. His writing carries the reader to places not usually accessible via dance and
dancing."―Carol Martin, Associate Professor of Drama, New York University"Kazuo Ohno is
every bit as important as Martha Graham and Merce Cunningham in his dance and his progeny.
His writing carries the reader to places not usually accessible via dance and dancing."―Carol
Martin, Associate Professor of Drama, New York University"Ohno is one of the most vital dance
forces of 20th century dance. This book is for dancers, dance-makers and anyone who longs for
spiritual inspiration."―Bonnie Sue Stein, Dance Critic and Executive Director, GOH Productions,
NYCFrom the Publisher6 x 9 trim. 154 illus. French flap cover.About the AuthorKAZUO OHNO,
born in 1906, is Japan's living master of Butoh; his dances and workshops have been presented
around the world. His son, YOSHITO OHNO, has both performed in and directed his father's
performances. JOHN BARRETT participated in Kazuo Ohno's workshops between 1985 and
1990. TOSHIO MIZOHATA is the Ohno's manager and lighting artist.Read more
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The book by Alan Dworsky has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 317 people have provided feedback.
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